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You can see the pictures on the wall there where they
signed,
Montana Cafe, Thanks allot for a pleasent Stay
Oh we got Steaks and pie and the specials still a piece
of mind

I know so many people, in so many places
they make allot of money but they got sad faces
they want to get away, and enjoy the life
But the business their in, has taken control
they want get out and free their sole we're on highway
93
stop by anytime

Montana Cafe, we're a little bit out of the way
but you can get coffee and a smile here anytime
Montana Cafe, come on in for a pleasent stay
Oh we got Steak and pie and specials is piece of mind

See the old juke box, there in the corner
our kind of songs live so much longer
there's names like Johnney Cash and Ernest Tubb
and I bet you'll find, that were gonna relax ya
sit back and listen to North to Alaska
and if you ever come in here your gonna fall in love

With the Montana Cafe, we bring back some of
yesterday
and you can get coffee and a smile here anytime
Montana Cafe, feel the tension melt away
Oh we got Steak and pie and specials still a piece of
mind

I'm so glad we reached, this point in my life
I finally got my priorities right
I am way out here, on the Idaho Line
and I do my best, what I left behind,
driving to work and standing in line
we're on Highway 93 just look for the sign

Montana Cafe, shades of Rosevelt and Hemingway
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you can get coffee and a smile here anytime
Montana Cafe, thanks allot for a pleasant stay
Oh we got Steak and pie but the specials istill a piece of
mind

Yeh we got Steak and pie, but the specials still a piece
of mind
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